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We presenta new methodfor continuouslytrackingthe locationof the Gulf Streamusinga moored
array of inverted echo sounders.Time seriesof lateral displacementsof the front, shown accurateto
-+8 km, have been collectedalong three sectionsspaced100, 150, and 200 km downstream(NE) of
Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, for a period of 12 months.These recordsare highly coherentat all
periodicitieslongerthan 4 days. From the observedphaselags,a dispersionrelationshipis presented
for the meanders'As the periodand wavelength(T, h) increasefrom (4 days, 180km) to (30 days, 600

km), thephasespeeddecreases
smoothlyfrom40 to 20 km d-•. The meanders
exhibitedrapidgrowth
at periodslongerthan 4 days, doublingin variancein each 50-km stepdownstream.This downstream

growthis mostappropriately
described
by a spatiale-foldingscaleK-• -• 400km for (T, X) <• (9 days,
300km), anda temporale-foldingscaletr-• -• 6 daysfor (T, X) •> (14days,400km).

the northeast into ever deepening waters. Within 300 km
downstreamof Cape Hatteras the mean water depth below
During 1979-1980 we have collected a 12-month record
the stream is greater than 4000 m, and the current is bounded
from an array of seven inverted echo sounders (IES) and
on the northwest by a widening wedge of relatively stationthree deep current metersdeployed 100to 200 km northeast
ary Slope Water rather than a solid coastal boundary.
of Cape Hatteras in 2000-4000m water. This array continuThe instantaneouspath of the stream differs from the
ously monitoredthe path of the Gulf Stream and the deep
above mean description. The motion is characterized by
currentsunder it. On four deploymentand recovery cruises
meanders, appearingas lateral shifts of the entire baroclinic
to the area, expendablebathythermographtraces(XBT) and
structure associatedwith the Gulf Stream. South of Cape
hydrographicdata were collectedto surveythe temperature
Hatteras, the root mean square lateral displacements inand density structurealong the stream path and on sections
crease slowly from 5-10 km off Florida, to a local maximum
normal to it.
of 25 km downstreamof a topographicfeature off CharlesAfter a brief review of earlier studies on meanders, this
ton, South Carolina (the 'Charleston Bump,' 31ø-32øN), in
paper presentsa discussionof the measurementtechniques
the lee of which they decay back to 10-km rms [Bane and
usingIES in the Gulf Stream. We show by direct compariBrooks, 1979]. Meanders along the Carolina shelf have been
sonswith traditional measurementmethodsthat (1) each IES
tracked by satellite [Legeckis, 1979] and by XBT and
producesa continuousrecordof the thermoclinedepth(here moored current meters [Brooks and Bane, 1981; Bane et al.
taken to be the 15øCisotherm for subsequentcomparison
1981]; they have wavelengths of 150-200 km and propagate
with standardmethodsof determiningthe position of the
downstream
at ratesof approximately
30-40 km d-•.
'north wall' of the stream) with accuracy of 20 m in a range
Downstream of Cape Hatteras the envelope of meandering
of variationof 800 m, and (2) the array of IES's pairedacross
broadens greatly to 200-300 km (Figure 1), and the stream
the stream produces continuous estimates of the stream
can shift through more than its own width. In the early
positionwith 8 km accuracy.The resultsfrom the three IES
shipboardsurveys[Fuglister and Worthington, 1951;Fuglissectionslocated 100, 150, and 200 km downstreamof Cape
ter, 1963] the path of the stream south of Nova Scotia was
Hatteras show very high coherence throughout the array
dominated by long-wavelength (-400 km), large-amplitude
INTRODUCTION

with rapid (20 to 40 km d-l) translationof the meanders
downstream accompaniedby rapid growth of the lateral
displacements,doublingin variance with each 50-km step
downstream.In a companionpaper (W. E. Johnsand D. R.
Watts, manuscript in preparation, 1982) we discuss the
current meter records and the relationship of the deep
currents to Gulf Stream meanders.
HISTORICAL

BACKGROUND

The Gulf Stream emergesfrom the Florida Straits bounded to the west by the continentalmargin (200-m isobath) and
flows northwardto the Carolinasin mean depthsof 500-800
m. Off Onslow Bay near 34øN, the Blake Plateau ends and
the continental slope descends steeply to 2000-4000 m
depth. Downstream of Cape Hatteras the stream no longer
followsthe shelfbreak. Instead, the meanpath continuesto
Copyright 1982by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 2C 1300.
0148-0227/82/002C-1300505.00

meanders.

Those which were studied in detail were found to

be quasi-stationary and were characterized by a slowly
evolving baroclinic field, indicating temporal growth. Farther upstream near 72øW, however, significant eastward
propagation was observed; one meander crest moved at a

rate of approximately17 km d-• for 3 days[Fuglisterand
Worthington, 1951]. Hansen [1970] later conducted monthly
path surveys between 75ø and 55øW for 1 year, with weekly
surveysover a 2-month period, usinga towed thermistor. He
found meanderson appreciably shorter scales, with wavelengths ranging from 200 to 400 km. Mean downstream

propagation
ratesof 5-10 cm s-• andspatialgrowthratesof
2 x 10-3 km-• were estimatedby constructing
lines of
constant phase between features on successive path sequences. The rapid evolution between monthly paths, however, produced considerable ambiguity in identifying and
tracking events. Weekly paths evolved more continuously
and were apparently not aliased by higher-frequency/wave
number phenomena.
In a subsequentstudy, Robinson et al. [ 1974] constructed
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Fig. 1. Survey area. IES's are shown in black squares,along
sectionsA, B, and C. Light solid lines are compositepaths taken
from 1979-1980 XBT surveys. The north wall envelope has been
constructedfrom historicalpathsusing shipboard(XBT and towed
thermistor) and AXBT surveys.

repeated path segments at 26-hour intervals, using XBT
data, in a 2ø square near 70øW and delineated paths by
airborne radiometer (ART) over much larger areas. They
found fluctuationswithin a wide range of time scales.ART
paths at intervals of a few days revealed a pattern of
meandersmigratingeastward at mean phasevelocitiesof 5-

8 cm s-1, consistentwith Hansen's [1970] estimate.In
addition, they observed one fluctuation with period ---6 days
and wavelength ---250 km, indicating a rapid downstream

propagation
speed---40km d-•. Periodicities
as longas 80
days were estimated in associationwith large-scalesecular
shifts of the path.
Halliwell and Mooers [1979] used 2 years of weekly
satelliteinfrared images,analyzedby the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office ('Experimental Ocean Frontal Analysis'
charts), to study the space-time structure and variability of
the Gulf Stream surface temperature front from 74øW to
65øW. They find that the wave number spectrumis broadly
peaked near wavelengthsof 320 kin, with which they asso-

ciatepropagation
speedsof 6-7 km d-• andperiodsnear50
days.
To study variability with the observedrange of time scales

requires frequent samplingover a long period. In order to
resolve the short-period fluctuations, the path should be
determined at least every 2 days; however, logistical constraintsmake it impracticalto maintaintraditionalsurveysat
this samplinginterval for more than a few weeks. Moreover,
to representatively sample the longer-period variations, a
measurementprogram spanningat least 2 years is necessary.
OBSERVATIONS

We have chosento center our investigationsjust 100-200
km downstream of Cape Hatteras, where the meander
TABLE 1. Deployment Periodsfor Inverted Echo Soundersat
the SectionsShownin Figure 1
IES's

Number

May 1979 August1979 November1979 July 1980
Deploy
Recover
Deploy
Recover
Section A
Section B
Section C

3
2
3

3
2
2

3
2
2

2
2
2

envelope is known to expand rapidly, and yet where a
moored array with a small number of instruments would
coherently span and monitor variations within the stream. A
study using moored instrumentation seemed necessary in
order to meet the requirements discussedin the previous
section. Satellite infrared imagery can produce extensive
spatial coverageof the surfacetemperature contrasts.However, past studieshave been limited by cloud cover, producing good images too infrequently to examine variability at
periods shorter than ---14 days. Therefore they may suffer
aliasing from higher-frequency fluctuations. Furthermore,
our own direct observations have occasionally shown surface temperature patterns which have structuresinconsistent with the positionof the subsurfacefront at 200 m, which
by conventionindicatesthe path of the stream.
The instrumentarray which bringsnew capabilitiesto bear
upon this Gulf Stream study consistsprincipally of eight
inverted echo sounders (IES). These instruments monitor
the depth of the main thermocline acoustically from the
seafloor, and when stationed under the sharply sloping
thermocline associatedwith the Gulf Stream, they are able
to track changes in its position (these techniques are discussedlater). At least two IES's, spaced ---80 km apart, are
required across the stream in this region to insure that at
least one will always be under the strongcross-streamslope
of the thermocline. Figure 1 indicates the instrument positions. The downstream spacing of the three sections was
chosen conservatively to be 50 km becauseof our desire to
obtain coherent

records and on the basis that earlier obser-

vational records of the stream path did not show significant
variability at shorter scaleswhich would otherwise alias the
measurements.

Our field operations and instrument deployment periods
are summarized in Table 1, where the three sections have

been identifiedon Figure 1. The IES array was first deployed

for 3«months
fromMay to August1979,andsevenof the
eight instruments were recovered with good records. The
center instrument along line C (not shown) failed and was
not recovered. The second deployment was for 9 months
(November 1979-July 1980) at the same seven sites, and six
of those were recovered with good records. The center
instrument along line A also failed. By good fortune the
records along the northern and southern edgesof the array
were complete, so that the streampositionwas continuously
tracked along each of the sectionsA, B, and C.
In addition to mooring work, a large volume of quasisynopticXBT data was collected during the cruises. Stream
paths were delineated by criss-crossingthe subsurfacethermal front, or 'north wall' (indicated by 15øCat 200 m), at
along-streamspacingsof approximately20 kin, followingthe
convention established by Fuglister and Voorhis [1965].
Detailed

XBT

sections

were

then taken

normal

to these

paths. Altogether 12 path segmentswere mapped(shownin
Figure 1), and 15 XBT sectionswere made. These data have
been used below

for calibration

of the IES

records

and

verification of the technique of monitoring the stream path
within the array.
METHODS

Inverted echo sounders were chosen, on the basis of
earlier work [Watts and Rossby, 1977; Watts and Olson,
1978], to be deployed under the Gulf Stream. These instruments sit on the seafloor and transmit pulses of sound to
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measureprecisely the round trip acoustictravel time r to the
sea surfaceand back. The 10-kHz acousticpulsesare sentin
a group of 32 pings each hour. Within this hourly burst
sample, the median value of travel time is computed, with
typically 0.3 ms uncertainty. Instrumental details are described more completely by Bitterman and Watts [1979].
Variations in r (a few milliseconds)arise predominantlydue
to changesin the temperature and salinity profiles within the
water

column

above

the instrument.

The travel
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time is an

integralmeasurement
r = 2 f•H C-1 dz, whereH is bottom
depth, *t surfaceheight, and C soundspeed.Note that this is
formally similar to the dynamic height integral, as discussed
by Watts and Rossby [1977].
The travel time is affected principally by those internal
displacements,which are vertically coherent throughoutthe

800

water column, and is rather insensitive to features of small

0

0
200
400
600
vertical scale. For example, the change in depth of the
Z15 OBSERVED (XBT/STD)
(meters)
thermocline associatedwith a complete lateral shift of the
Gulf Stream past an IES site causesa changein r of 45 ms,
Fig. 2. IES derived 15øCdepth versusobserved 15øCdepths. The
whereas an extremely fresh cold feature 30 m thick with 10øC rms deviation is +_20m, taken from 61 points, in a range of 600 m.
anomaly would only lengthen r by 1 ms. Furthermore, those
vertical displacementswhich have the greatesteffect on r are
strongly weighted in the main thermocline, where dT/dz is such small vertical scale fluctuations, which may be advanlarge; the conceptualdiscussionby Watts and Rossby [1977] tageous.
With the set of Z• time series at each of the array sites,
formally emphasizesthis fact. Because salinity affects the
speed of sound in seawater relatively weakly, variations in ones' first inclination in studying the variability might be to
travel time were shown to be proportional to variations in examine the coherence between sites. However, the amplithethermocline
depth,witha sensitivity
of- 19.5m ms-l for tude of the Z•5 vertical displacementfor a given meander is
the 12øC isotherm [Rossby, 1969]. Watts and Wirebush not directly proportional to the real (plan view) amplitude of
[1981] discussthe physical basis for this relationship. Addi- that meander but dependsupon the local cross-streamslope
tionally, if the surface height rises 1 m, r lengthensby 1.3 of the thermocline, i.e., the proximity of the north wall to the
ms. Such changesare causedprimarily by surface tides and IES site. Therefore to examine properly meander propagathe baroclinic adjustment of the free surface across the tion and growth, it is necessaryto convert the cross-stream
pairs of Z• series on the three sections A, B, C into time
stream, with perhaps a small effect arising from lowerfrequency barotropic variability. For the purposes of this seriesof lateral displacementsof the stream path. For these
paper, the effects of surface (and internal) tides have been purposes we used the mean section of the Gulf Stream
removed by low-pass filtering. We account for the baroclinic shown in Figure 3, which was produced from 15 XBT
sectionsmade in our study region, each of which was normal
adjustmentempirically, as describedbelow.
Operationally, our procedureis to 'calibrate' the acoustic to the instantaneouspath immediately precedingthe section.
travel time measurementsby taking XBT profiles over each To obtain a mean sectionrepresentative of the instantaneous
of the IES sites in order to perform the regressionse = Mr +
B, where se is the depth of an isotherm within the main
DISTANCE
(kin)
thermocline. For this study to conform with the traditional
-40
0
40
80
120
0
Gulf Stream path indicator we have chosento work with the
I
I
I
I
I
I
15øCisotherm depth, which is slightly above the central part
of the main thermocline. The (7, 0 correlation is not sensitive to which particular isotherm is chosen; both the 15øC
200
and 12øCisotherm regressionsyield a slope M = -19.5 m

ms-1. For anygivenIES sitethe interceptB in the regression dependsupon the instrument depth and is determined
by a least squaresfit of the available XBT determinationsof
Z•5 (=• against the coincident values of r recorded by the

E

17

400

IES.

Figure 2 is a comparisonof all direct Z•5 measurements
obtained

from

XBT's

and STD's

within

1 mi of IES

sites

-

•

with the correspondingIES determinationsof Z•5. The root
600
o
11
z
mean square deviation is 20 m, which is small compared to
the 800-m range over which Z•5 changesacross the stream.
Some of this departure is due to isotherm displacementson
Fig. 3. Mean profile of the upper main thermoclineconstructed
small lateral scales away from the IES site or on small
from 15 sections normal to the instantaneous path of the Gulf
vertical scales associatedwith higher-order internal modes. Stream. Distances are measured relative to the 'north wall' (15øC/
The vertical integration inherent to the r measurements 200 m). The error bars shownat various points along the 15øCcurve
produces a • (or Z•5) record which is rather insensitive to represent one standard deviation.
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cross section rather than a broadened geographicaverage,
the individual sectionswere shiftedto align their 'north wall'
positions. The heavy line in Figure 3 emphasizesthe functional form of the mean 15øC profile across the stream.
Knowing Z15 at any one ILS site, we thus produce an
estimateof the position of the north wall relative to that site.
Using two or three sites across the stream, we make a better
estimate along the sectionjoining them as a weighted average from all sites, with weights proportional to the inverse
square error bars of the mean 15øCprofile. In this manner,
time seriesof the north wall positionX(t) along each line A,
B, C are calculated, increasing positively relative to the
origin at the northern ILS on each line. An example of the
conversion from Z15 series to X(t) for section A, May to
August 1979, is shown in the appendix. Also shown in the
appendix are the very consistent displacementrealizations
obtained when either two or three of the IES's making up
sectionA are used in the weighted average calculation.
How well does this procedure work, and to what extent
might the X(t) series contain artifacts due to anomalous
lensesof water advectingthroughthe array?Relatively large
changesin •-(15 ms) occur in the records on time scalesof 35 days. Such changescan only be due to lateral translations
of the stream, as they would otherwiserequire inordinately
large anomalies: For example, an increase of even 5 ms
would require an anomalous lens of cold water with 5øC
anomaly 300 m thick, which is inconsistentwith any existing
hydrographicwork in this region of the stream.
Most importantly, we have several direct comparisons
betweenthe positionsof the north wall surveyedby zig-zag
ship tracks and those estimatedalong lines A, B, and C by
the ILS array. The rms difference between ship and ILS
determinations of position is 8 km. This uncertainty is
consistent with an error estimate from the combined uncer-

tainty in the Zl5 (20 m) and in the mean 15ø profile (see
Figure 3 error bars), and the weightedaveragingprocedure,
as explained in the appendix.
We believe, in fact, that the actual (dynamically important) noiselevel in the path determinationsis approximately
5 km becauseof the high coherencesbetweenX(t) recordsat
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SargassoSea. The records have been low-passfiltered by
convolution with a 24-hour Gaussianweighted window.
The stream's fluctuationshave a variety of periodicities,
which are evident in Figure 4. Several eventsclearly travel
downstream, as indicated by the lag between their occurrences in the records (for example, near May 20, August 3,
November 16, January 25, and several other cases) when
examinedcarefully. The translationspeedfor theseprimari-

ly short-period
(<•10day) featuresis typically35 km
coherencecalculationsdiscussedlater develop this subject
further.

To better illustratethe variety of streampathsrepresented
by the time seriesin Figure4, a sequenceof plan viewsof the
path is presented in Figure •5. In each frame the stream
positions X(t) along each section A, B, and C have been
connected by a smooth curve, and for visual reference, six
ILS sites and a rhumb line, which indicates the historical
mean north wall path, are repeated. The frame interval, 23
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80.
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Figure 4 shows the time seriesX(t) at sectionsA, B, and
C, indicating where the north wall crosseseach section as a
functionof time, for May-August 1979and November 1979July 1980. The zero displacementon each line is taken to be
at the northwesternILS site along the line, as identified on
Figure 1. A positive X is a displacementoffshoretoward the
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dynamicallysignificantstreampath throughoutthe lengthof
the array than would be the measurementof the depthof any
singleisotherm.This advantageis similarto that of dynamic
height integrals.
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as provided by the ILS's, is more characteristic of the

20.
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S (1 - 3')/3',whereS is the rms displacementsignaland 3'is
the coherence [Bendat and Piersol, 1971]. Using the observed coherence 3' •> 0.8 (shown later) for the displacements on ILS sectionsB and C at the energeticperiodsof 4
days and longer, where the rms lateral displacementis 20
km, yieldsO'ma
x • 5 km. Thus while shipsurveysof Z15may
fluctuateby 8 km, the vertically integratedview of the front,
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successivedownstream sites. For example, the statistical
upper bound on the rms measurementnoise, O'max,
is O'ma
x
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Fig. 4. Time seriesof displacements
X at sectionsA, B, and C. All serieshave beenlow passedwith a 24-hour
bandwidth

Gaussian

filter.
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Fig. 7. Alternate view of the same sequenceof paths shown in
Figure 6. Each path segmentis drawn relative to a constant rhumb
line through the IES array but offset 30 km upstream every 2 days to
illustrate the basic waveform of this large meander.

period (4-10 day) fluctuations. Figures 4 and 6 also illustrate
how rapidly the stream can shift laterally. Lateral velocities

of--•20 km d-• were observedon severaloccasions,e.g.,
Fig. 5. Sequence of plan view Gulf Stream paths at 23-day
intervals, relative to IES sites (shown as solid circles) and rhumb
line (dashed) indicating the mean location of the north wall. The
correspondingdatesare labeledin the upperleft-handcornerof each
frame. Paths are drawn as smooth curves through the north wall
positionsalong each of the sections.

May 25, 1979, and December 15, 1980 (Figure 4). This has
made it difficult in the past to obtain truly synoptic data.
The wavelike nature is emphasized by another presentation of these data in Figure 7, which aligns the dashed lines
of each frame from Figure 6 and offsets each instantaneous
path in time to the left. The distance offset (30 km) and time
interval (2 days) correspondto a downstream translation of

15km d-•. Superimposed
on thisbasicwaveare small-scale
days, is insufficientto follow the development of meanders
but is chosen to illustrate that the stream can flow nearly
north (11/9) or east (12/2) through the array with significant

cyclonicor anticyclonic
curvatureas largeas 0.98 x 10-2
km-I (12/25)or respectively
-0.91 x 10-2 km-I (7/15).The
correspondingpath curvature vorticity associatedwith near-

surfacewatersmoving2 m s-• would be -•25% of the
planetary vorticity in magnitude.
The long-period(-•50 day) meanderof Figure 4 in November-December 1979is displayedin Figure 6 as a sequenceof
paths at 2-day intervals. Even at this 2-day sampling rate,
some small-scale features move rapidly through the array
and alias the representation slightly. However, one can see
the dominant passageof a trough, followed by a crest, and
the start of another trough through the array. This longer-

perturbations, which tend to translate more rapidly (see
November 19-23 or December 23-27). By contrast, the large
perturbation intensifiedin place briefly on November 27-29.
Satellite imagery indicates that this large perturbation apears
to have been forced by interaction with a warm core Gulf
Stream ring. Cornilion [1982] reports good agreement between tracking of the stream by satellite and IES during this
period.
The path displacement records of Figure 4 have the
correspondingpower spectraldensitiesshown in Figure 8. In
order to combine results from the two deployment periods,
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Fig. 6. Sequenceof plan view pathsas in Figure 5, but at 2-day
intervals, showing the passageof a large perturbation through the
array in November-December 1979.

I0-1

(CPH)

Fig. 8. Ensemble-averaged power spectra of path displacements at sectionsA (dashed), B (solid), and C (dotted), incorporating 32 degrees of freedom for T -< 800 hours and 8 degrees of
freedom
confidence

for

T >

interval.

800 hours.

The

error

bar indicates

the 90%
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out significantstructurein the spectraother than the dominance of long periodicities.The 90% confidencelimits show
the downstreamgrowth to be significant,and a runs test on
the variance confirms that these spectral shapes and the
spatial growth are not biased by nonstationary bursts of

5o

A½

0

variance.
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Coherenceand phasedelaysbetweeneach pair of sections
are shown in Figure 9. These were calculated as crossspectral averages from the same four 3-month ensemble

-'-

ß'?T.'
:\
---'-.'..T:.'7-

o

'\/

I

0.0

I

members

described

above.

The results were found to be

statisticallythe samefor each ensemblemember, indicating
that they are drawn from the samestatisticalprocessand not
biased by any one member. In all cases the coherencesare
significant(>0.32) at the 90% confidence level for periods
longer than 4 days. The pairs AB and BC, separatedby 50
•
: I
.
km, have the greatest coherencesand very similar phase
ß
-'..
,/
/
relationships.The downstreampair BC is even more coherent than the upstreampair AB becausethe meandersignal
has grown to overwhelm the 'noise' within the extra 50 km
•,•
I
I
distance downstream. ('Noise' here is consideredto be both
0o01
0.02
0.0:3
measurement error and any nonpropagatingfluctuations.)
f ICPHI
The pair AC separatedby 100 km is slightly less coherent
Fig. 9. Ensemble averaged coherence (Figure 9a) and phase (but still significantto T = 4 days), and the phase delays
(Figure 9b) betweenpairsAB (solid), AC (dashed),and BC (dotted). shownin Figure 9 are doublethoseof the pairs 50 km apart.
Heavy dashedline at 0.32 in Figure 9a indicatesthe 90% significance
The senseof the phase lag (bis suchthat the meandersare
level for a random process.
translating downstream. The phase speed may be determined as cr = &' (2•rf/(b), where (•x is the downstream
spacingbetween lines. Close examinationof Figure 9 at the
these spectra are ensemble averages from four 3-month
highly coherent low frequenciesreveals, from the positive
members at the sections A, B, C. Each member was
curvature of the phase lines, that d)/f becomes larger in
detrendedand windowed with a cosinetaper function on the
magnitudeat low frequencies.Thesechangesare not statisticallydistinctat the 90% confidence
level,but in all three
first and last 10% of the record prior to computing the
Fourier transform, in order to suppressnonstationaryeffects
casesthe tendency is for long-period fluctuationsto propaand leakage. Four adjacentbandswere averagedwithin each
gatemoreslowly,e.g.,c •- 20kmd-1 at T = 800hoursandc
member, so that the ensemble spectra have approximately --- 40 km d- 1 at T = 100 hours.
32 degreesof freedom. At periods shorter than 100 hours the
It is instructive to representthe above results in terms of
spectraat all three sectionsare very similar and fall off very
propagatingwaves •c exp (i(kny - o)nt),with downstream
rapidly with a slope of about -4. At periods longer than 100
growth representedby a complex wave number kn = krn hours the slope is -1 to -2. Over 96% of the variance is
iK•, K• > 0. If any constituent n is viewed in a frame of
associatedwith periods longer than 4 days, and the variance
reference moving at speed c•.= to•k•n with y' = y + c•t,
doubles with each 50-km step downstream. Root mean
then i(kny - rod) = ik•ny' + trd, where tr.= KnCr.is the
squaredisplacementswere 15, 20, and 30 km, respectively, temporal growth rate in that moving frame. The frequency
progressing downstream. During each time period from
spectra (with spatial growth) which we have measuredin a
which the ensemble meanders were drawn (May-August,
fixed array may thus be viewed, using the observed phase
November-January, February-April, May-July), the same
lags or propagation speeds, in terms of wave numbers
pattern of downstream growth obtained (not shown), withassociatedwith those frequencies.In the movingframe there

'
.....

TABLE
2. Dispersion
Relationship
andGrowth
Rates
forGulfStream
Meanders
Estimated
From
thePhase
Delays
andSpectral
Densities at Three Cross-Stream

f, cpd

T, days

0.03

33.3

0.07

14.3

0.11

9.1

0.15

6.7

0.19

5.3

0.23

4.3

Sections

Cr,km d-]

kr, 10-2 km-]

X, km

•<,10-3 km-]

•r, d-]

ci, km d-•

Cg,km d-•

20
28
28
28
32
34
35
37
40
40
41
42

0.96
0.68
1.58
1.56
2.16
2.01
2.66
2.58
3.01
2.98
3.55
3.42

653
920
398
403
291
312
236
243
208
211
177
184

8.2
7.9
6.1
6.1
3.2
1.2
1.8
1.7
2.6
1.6
2.9
3.9

0.16
0.22
0.17
0.17
0.10
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.10
0.06
0.12
0.16

17
32
11
11
5
2
2
2
3
2
3
5

ßßß
ßßß
44
36
47
51
59
52
58
61
ßßß
ßßß

For each frequencyand periodthe first line is from sectionsA and C separatedby 100km downstream;the secondline is from sectionsB
and C separated by 50 km downstream.
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is temporal growth, with a correspondingcomplex wave
speed, c = Cr + iCi with ci, = (tcn/krn)Crn.
All the above terms may be estimatedfrom the spectraand
cross spectra at the three sectionsA, B, and C. The phase
speedmay be obtainedfrom the phase lag:
The spatial growth rate may be estimatedfrom the ratio of
the smoothedspectralestimatesG2/G• = exp 2K(x2- Xl), so
K = In (G2/G•)/2&. Table 2 summarizesthese results, with
the subscriptn dropped.

The phasespeedsof 20-40 km d-• are intermediate

STREAM MEANDERS

0.8

GROWTH
RATE

(10-:'krn
'l) 0.4
0.0

0.2

GROWTH
RATE

(d")

betweenslowerpropagationspeedswhich have beenreport-

ed fartherdownstream,---5to 10 km d-• [Hansen,1970;

0.0

Robinson et al., 1974], and faster speedsupstream, ---35-40

I

km d-• [Brooksand Bane, 1981].Growthratesobservedby
Hansen farther downstream were smaller, • --- (2 +- 1) x

10-3 km-• (for h = 300km), andratespredictedtheoretically

by Tareev[1965]andOranski[1969]were• = 8 x 10-3
km-• (h = 250km) and• = 12 x 10-3 km-• (h = 365km),
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2

3

WAVENUMBER
kr (!0-2km
-•)
Fig. 10b. Spatial growth rate K (triangles) and temporal growth
rate tr (circles), plotted versus wave number kr. Open and solid
symbolsare for sectionsBC and AC, respectively, as in Figure 10a.

respectively.A time-dependentthin jet modelby Robinson
et al. [1975] found for (31 day, 560 km) perturbations the 200km. The uncertaintyin Cgis +-35%.Our observedphase
corresponding
downstream
e-folding
scalewas• - 5 x 10-3 and group speedsare similar to thosetheoretically predicted
km-• in goodagreement
with theseobservations.
by Tareev [1965]but a factor of 2 to 4 larger than by Orlanski
Figure 10 plotsthe real and imaginaryphasespeeds(Cr,Ci) [19691.
and the spatialand temporalgrowthrates(K, rr) as a function
The dispersion relationship indicated by Table 2 and
of downstream wave number kr, all estimated from our data
as describedabove. The uncertainty in Crand kr is typically

+-25% except for the lowest frequencyestimate,which is
+-75%.The uncertaintyin • is about +-30%,in rr +--50%,and
in ci nearly 100%.The shapeof the cr(k)curve is remarkably
similarto Phillips' [1954]two-layer quasi-geostrophic
model
of baroclinic instability. Physically, only disturbanceswith
wavelengthsmuchlongerthan the Rossbyinternaldeformation scale, hRo,can extract baroclinicenergyfrom the flow,
but aswavelengthsincrease,the/3 effectslowsandeventually stabilizesthe waves [Pedlosky,1979]. We identify growth
at wavelengthsas shortas 180km and aslongas 600 km. The
amplitudesexhibittemporale-foldingin 6-10 days,whichis
comparableto Hansen's [1970] earlier estimateof rr = 2 x

10-6 s-•. The groupspeed(alsoshownin Figure10)maybe
estimatedby finite difference,from Cg= Cr + krOcr/Okr,
to
increasefrom 45 km d-l at X = 350 km to 60 km d-• at X =

Figure 10 is statistically the best fit describingpropagating,
growing waves. The observed high coherence of the path
displacementsXi(t) suggeststhat the downstream path x (y,
t) should be predictable from knowledge of the dispersion
relation applied to 'inlet' observationssuchas ours. Work is
in progressto test this; however, one shouldnote by careful
examination of the Xi(t) time series in Figure 4 that some of
the perturbations do not grow as they move downstream.
Moreover, fluctuations could develop downstream of the
'inlet' and decrease the downstream coherence and predictive accuracy.
The spatial growth rate •, listed in Table 2, indicates that
for periods and wavelengths (T, X) shorter than (9 days, 300
km), the fluctuations e-fold in a distance long compared to
the wavelength. However for (T, X) longer than (14 days, 400
km) the e-folding growth occurs in less than a wavelength,
and consequently, the growth may be more appropriately

described
astemporal.Thetemporalgrowthratetr-• ranges

SPEED

(kmd")

60

-

40

-

from 6 to 14 days, weakly dependentupon period or wavelength (Table 2).
The fastest growth is associatedwith (T, X) greater than (9
days, 300 km) and in a band near (4 days, 180 km). This
description and Figure 10 closely resemble the theoretical
results for baroclinically unstable disturbances shown by
ttogg [1976], in which he indicates a transition at k = 2.4 x

a•'/a/(•/o.i-C
r

o

fo•'

10-2 km-l fromspatialgrowthfor shorter(T, X)to temporal

growth for longer (T, X). The wave number at which this
transition occurs corresponds closely to the high wave
20 number growth cutoff in Phillips' model, for an appropriate
choice of length scale, --- 2kRo.Pedlosky [ 1979]treats several
other baroclinic instability models, in all of which the
fluctuations propagate as exp ik(x-ct) with k real and c
0
I
2
3
4
complex, and in which the temporal growth oc exp kcit
0
exhibits a high wave number cutoff kT. By contrast, as
WAVENuMBER kr (10'2krn
'•)
shown by Hogg, instabilities which include complex k can
Fig. 10a. Phasespeedcomponents(Cr,Ci)and groupspeed(Cg) exhibit spatial growth at wave numbers greater than the
plotted versuswave numberkr. Open circles, triangles,and squares
temporal growth cutoff (k -> kT). Although our measurerepresent
Cr,Ci,andCg,respectively,
calculated
at 50-kmseparation
between sections B and C. Solid circles, triangles, and squares ments do not indicate a clear distinction between temporal
represent
Cr,Ci,andCgat 100-kmspacing
betweensections
A andC. and spatial growth, the observed local minimum in growth
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rate near k = 2.4 x 10-2 km-• closely resemblesthe

periodsand wavelengths(4 days, 180 km) to 20 km d

transition from temporal to spatial growth predicted by
Hogg. The great similarity between our observationsand the
foregoing theories suggeststhat the bareclinic instability
mechanismis operativein the Gulf Streamand that realistic
models should include spatial as well as temporal growth.

associatedwith (30 days, 600 km) meanders. These speeds
are intermediate between values measured upstream along

the Carolina Shelf (35-40 km d-l) and those estimated
fartherdownstream
(5-10 km d-l). Propagation
ratesof less
than30km d-l areapparently
foundonlyin association
with
growing meandersin deep waters northeast of Cape Hatter-

CONCLUSIONS

as.

An array of IES's moored beneath the Gulf Stream has
proven to be successfulin continuously determining the
streampath and monitoringits spatialand temporalvariability. The measurements are unique in that they provide
continuoustracking of the upper layer thermal front for a
year in conjunctionwith currentand temperaturerecordsin
the deep waters. This combineddata set allows us to study
the relationship of the deep currents to near-surfacepath
displacements;this is discussedin a subsequentpaper (W.
E. Johnsand D. R. Watts, manuscriptin preparation, 1982).
Our emphasisin this paper has been on the IES data, from
which we have been able to estimate the dispersionrelation
for Gulf Stream meanders in our observational area off Cape
Hatteras, North Carolina (Figure t0).

Rapid downstream growth was observed, doubling the
total

in each

50-km

interval

downstream.

The

minimumgrowthrateobserved
neark = 2.4 x 10-2 km-l is
very similar to the behavior predicted by Hogg [1976]. His
theory has a high wave number cutoff for temporally growing
bareclinic instabilities, in agreement with similar preceding
theories, but additionally includes spatial growth at higher
wave

numbers.

In summary, this work has provided the first observational
dispersionrelation for Gulf Stream meanders,againstwhich
theoretical and numerical results may be tested.
APPENDIX:

During the IES deployments,we made careful comparisons with traditional shipboard methods of tracking the
stream, as discussedin the methods section, and feel that the
validity of the technique has been proven. The IES array
was set to determine the lateral displacementrecords X(t)
alongthree cross-streamsectionsat alongstreamspacingsof
50 and 100 km. This conservative spacingwas small enough
to produce highly coherent records, yet was great enoughto
measurethe downstreamphase lags with sufficientaccuracy
to estimatetranslationspeeds.The energy-containingmeanders have periods •>4 days and wavelengths•>150km; hence
our results are neither temporally nor spatially aliased by

variance

growth was entirely associated with periods longer than 4
days and greatestfor periodicitiesof t 4 days and longer. The

DETERMINATION

OF THE GULF STREAM POSITION

Lateral displacementsof the stream axis are calculated as

a weightedaverageœ - •NWiXi/•NWi of the displacement

estimates Xi from each of the N(= 2 or 3) IES's across the
stream. The Wi are smoothed weights proportional to the
local inverse variance of the mean profile (Figure 3). Thus
for each Zl5 measuredby an IES there are correspondingXi
and Wi as specified by the mean 15øC profile. In the
range 150-400 rn the thermocline slope is larger by a factor
of 2 or more than that in outer regions of the profile, and the
error bars (representing one standard deviation from the
smaller scales.
mean of 15 sectionsobserved in this region) are lessthan 2.0
This set of measurementshas thus provided a statistical km. An IES located under this 30-km-wide portion of the
(ensembleaverage), rather than deterministic,descriptionof Gulf Stream will provide Xi estimates consistentlyaccurate
meandersas waves propagatingdownstreamwith the follow- to -<5 km and will, by design, heavily outweigh neighboring
ing characteristics.Path displacementsexist on a continuum instruments in the œ calculation. Somewhat less accurate
of time scalesbetween 2 and 60 days with over 96% of the determinations (_+t0 km) can be expected when only two
varianceat periodslongerthan 4 days. Lateral velocitiesof IES's, separated by 80 km, are used and the stream is
the stream axis are largest in the band 4-10 days and positioned such that they each lie under the 'tails' of the
decrease
gradually
at longer
periods.
Propagation
isdown- profile. Knowledge of the mean path and the range of lateral
streamin all cases,varyingbetween40 km d-l at short excursion of the Gulf Stream in a selected region helps to
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Fig. 11. Z•5 recordsat IES sitesA•, A2, and A3' May-August 1979.
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given stream angle 0, each IES underestimatesthe true
along-sectiondistance to the stream axis by an amount Ai Xi (1 - cos 0), i.e., each by the same fraction of their

respectiveXi. The average,• is thereforecloseto the true

positionX. This works particularly well when the stream is
X
located so that both weights Wi are relatively significant.
Otherwise, one IES will be very close to the axis, consequently dominating the average, and the error (proportional
Fig. 12. Comparisonof weightedaveragedisplacementrecords
alongline A, usingall three IES's (solid)or only the two endpoint to that Xi) will again be small. We conclude that only when
the stream axis strays more than approximately 20 km
IES's A1 and A3 (dotted).
outside the bounds of the array will errors arising from
nonnormal intersection angles be comparable with those
introduced by variability in the cross-streamstructure. Maxdetermine the optimum placement of instruments, so that
imum estimatedstreamcurvatureswere 1/110km-•; their
these errors may be minimized.
effect is negligiblein the position-error analysis.
The method is illustrated for the time period May-August
A cross-stream section of two IES's spaced 80 km apart
1979, when three IES's were located along section A. The
therefore provides an effective lateral tracking range of 120
Z•5 time series at IES sitesA1, A2, and A3 (proceedingfrom
km over which probableerrors are 0(5 km). This estimateis
northwest to southeast along section A, respectively), are
supportedby direct intercomparisonsas discussedin the
shown in Figure 11. A2 (deployed approximately 1 month methods section.
later than the others) clearly has the largest dynamic range
becauseit is usually near the stream center and appears to
Acknowledgments. This work has been supported by the Nacontain fluctuationsnot present in either A1 or A3. Its Z•5
tional ScienceFoundation under grantsOCE 78-09655and OCE 7921029. We would like to thank Elizabeth Johns and Jorge Vasquez,
values lie in the steep 200-400 m range. Conversely, A1
graduatestudentsat the University of Rhode Island, for their help,
rarely exceeds 100 m and A3 is everywhere deeper than 400

m. Calculations
of,• using(1) onlyA1 andA3 or (2) A1, A2,
and A3 are shown in Figure 12. They are remarkably similar
consideringthe overriding weight of A2 in the latter series.
The largest differencesare 0(5 km), and, most importantly,
all the major fluctuationsare reproducedin both series.
Passageof the stream axis at an oblique angle through IES
sectionsis also handledwell computationallyby the weighted average technique. For example, angles as large as 30ø
relative to normal were occasionally observed. From each
IES we obtain an estimate of the distance Ri to the stream
axis along a line normal to the instantaneouspath. It follows
from simple geometric considerations(Figure 13) that for a

and acknowledgethe able assistanceof the captainand crew aboard
R/V Endeavor on several cruiseshelpingto assureour success.The
inverted echo sounderswere carefully prepared by Michael Mulroney.
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